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The hydrogen evolution from aqueous methanol solutions was found to follow two stages of zero order kinetics
during photoreactions using TiO2 as the photocatalyst. Maximal hydrogen evolution was found at the 10%
(v/v) methanol solution. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shows that Ti(1566) defects are formed on
the surface of TiO2 and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) indicates that Ti(1566) defects are also formed in
the bulk after photoreaction. Formation of defects is also shown by broadening of Bragg peaks and blue
shifts and peak broadening in Raman spectroscopy. The defect disorder results in the increase of hydrogen
evolution. UV-vis diffuse reflection spectra confirm that new absorptions in the visible light region are related
to the defect content. At high methanol concentration, XPS implies that the active sites of the surface are
blocked by hydroxyl groups, which results in the decrease of hydrogen evolution. TEM images showed that
the photoreaction occurred on the surface of the photocatalyst as the surface of the TiO2 became rough after
the photoreaction.

Introduction

The energy of solar radiation in the visible to ultraviolet
region is of a suitable magnitude to induce transitions between
electronic energy levels; thus, the heterogeneous photochemistry
has attracted considerable attention in this field of solar energy
utilization.1,2 Titania (TiO2) and TiO2-based materials have very
promising properties for uses as photocatalysts for solar
hydrogen generation in terms of the considerable resistance to
chemical and photochemical corrosion and reactivity with both
light and water.3,4 Anatase and rutile are the two main forms of
TiO2. The band gap of anatase is 3.23 eV (384 nm), whereas
that of rutile is 3.02 eV (410 nm); hence, only UV light, merely
5% of the light from the solar spectrum, is able to create
electron-hole pairs and to initiate photocatalytic processes. The
photo activities of TiO2 as a semiconductor are controlled not
only by the band gap but also by the band potentials and the
efficiency of the charge transfer. The relevant potential of the
electron acceptor is thermodynamically required to be below
the conduction band potential, and the potential of the electron
donor should be above the valence band potential. As the
conduction band potential of rutile is lower than the standard
redox potential of H2/H2O, pure rutile cannot photoreduce pure
water to hydrogen under the standard condition. In addition,
the photoexcited electron-hole pairs require rapid transfer of
charge to the active surface sites of the photocatalyst in order
to restrict electron-hole pair recombination. The driving force
for the electron transfer is the energy difference between the
conduction band of the semiconductor and the reduction
potential of the acceptor. The energy of the conduction band of
the TiO2 (E0 (red) ) -0.26 V) is quite near the reduction
potential of E0 (H+/H2) ) 0. Consequently, the main limitations

of using TiO2 efficiently are the rapid recombination of
photogenerated electron/hole pairs and the poor activation
through visible light.5

In response to these deficiencies, most researches have
focused on the modification of TiO2-based photocatalysts
including doping/implanting with metals6,7 or nonmetals8-10 and
synthesizing composite semiconductors11-13 in order to narrow
the band gap for improving the absorption of visible light. Band
gap narrowing often results in a lower energy of the conduction
band or a higher energy of the valence band, and subsequently
a decrease in redox activity.14 The addition of sacrificial
reagents, as electron donors, has been used to prevent rapid
recombination of electron-hole pairs and backward reactions.15,16

Most organic compounds can be oxidized by a TiO2 photo-
catalyst;17-19 therefore, many organic pollutants in wastewater
can be utilized as good electron donors for photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution. Accordingly, it is very practical to combine
the photocatalytic production of hydrogen evolution with the
degradation of pollutants.20

Defect formation is a main factor in changing the properties
of nanoscale materials. However, some research has focused
on decreasing the size of nanoscale TiO2

21,22 and even on the
defect structure of TiO2,23,24 but little research has studied the
photoinduced defect formation of TiO2 and its effects on
photocatalyst activity. At the nanoscale level of photocatalyst,
point defects and bulk defects are the main important factors
to influence the properties of crystalline material. TiO2 is a non-
stoichiometric compound,25 and oxygen vacancies and Ti(1566)
interstitials can be considered the predominant defects on the
surface and in the bulk of the TiO2 particles.24,26 Defects in
semiconductors can act as shallow trapping sites, and point
defects associated with surface active sites influence the effective
charge transfer. The properties of TiO2 are closely related to
the defect disorder and the consequent electronic structure.27,28

Photoirradiation of solid can induce the formation of intrinsic
and extrinsic defects through trapping of photogenerated charge
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carriers and excitons.29 Light can induce defects on surface or
subsurface sites of photocatalysts. Here, we show how the
photochemical reaction induced formation of defects in TiO2

and its influences on hydrogen evolution from aqueous methanol
solutions.

Experimental Section

2.1. Preparation of TiO2 Photocatalyst. Nanoscale meso-
porous TiO2 samples were prepared by using the sol-emulsion-
gel method.22 Tetrabutyl titanate (20 g) was used as precursor
and mixed with 100 mL cyclohexanol under stirring. CTAB as
surfactant (0.08 g) was dissolved in 40 mL distilled water and
then was added to another 100 mL cyclohexanol solution. After
mixing the above solutions under mechanical agitation followed
by stirring for 20 h, pH was adjusted to around 8.0 by using
triethylamine as a gelling reagent. The gel particles were then
separated by centrifugation at 4500 rpm and then washed with
acetone. The resultant filter cake was dried in the air, and then
calcined at 500 °C for 2 h.

2.2. Photocatalytic Reaction. The titania powders (200 mg)
were dispersed in 100 mL methanol/water mixtures inside a
Pyrex glass reactor. The reactor was then thoroughly purged
with argon and sealed. After that, the suspension was irradiated
from one side of the reactor with a 300 W Xe lamp (PLS-
SXE300). The evolution of H2 was measured by gas chromatog-
raphy.

2.3. Sample Characterization. X-ray diffraction of the
samples was carried out by an X-ray diffractometer using Cu
KR radiation. A transmission electron microscope (JEM 4000)
was used for high-resolution images of the photocatalysts. The
UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded with a UV-vis
spectrophotometer (U-3310) equipped with a diffuse-reflectance
attachment. Raman spectra were recorded using a Jobin Yvon
spectrometer (Labram 1B) equipped with a microscope, through
a 50-fold magnification objective (Olympus Company), by
coadding four spectra with collection times of 1 s each. A 20
mW He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) was used, and the 1800 L/mm
grating provides a resolution of 1.0 cm-1 at 200 cm-1. The
abscissa was calibrated with the 520.7 cm-1 peak of a silicon
standard, and the sharp Raman shifts are accurate within the
limits of the resolution. X-ray photoelectron spectrometer was
performed in an ion pumped UHV chamber equipped with a
VG nine channel CLAM4 electron energy analyzer. 300 W
unmonochromated Mg X-ray excitation was used. The CLAM
4 has variable slits for small area analysis. The largest slit (5
mm) was used in this case with no apertures selected. The
analyzer was operated at constant pass energy of 100 eV for
survey scans and at 20 eV for detailed scans.

Results and Discussion

3.1. Kinetics of H2 Evolution from Water-Methanol
Solution. For TiO2 photocatalyst, electrons are excited into the
conduction bands under irradiation, leaving positively charged
holes at the band edge of the valence band. Then, electrons are
transferred into the empty acceptor orbital from the TiO2

conduction band. The driving force for the heterogeneous
electron transfer is the energy difference between the conduction
band of the TiO2 and the reduction potential of the acceptor.
Simultaneously, electrons are donated from the filled donor
orbital to recombine with the holes at the valence band edge.
The driving force for the heterogeneous electron transfer is the
energy difference between the valance band of the TiO2 and
the oxidation potential of the donor.

The potential of methanol oxidation by a hole to an electron-
donating species •CH2OH is E0(•CH2OH/CH2O) ) -0.95 V30

and to CO2 is E0(CH3OH/H2CO3) ) 0.044 V,31,32 whereas the
potential of water oxidation is E0(H2O/O2) ) 1.23 V. As the
higher energy difference between the valence band of TiO2 (E0

(ox) ) 2.94 V) and methanol oxidation, water oxidation was
limited and the excited electrons were restricted to recombination
due to positively charged hole utilization by the methanol. In
additional, evolution of H2 can be enhanced by the electron-
donating species (•CH2OH) through a larger negative potential33

and accordingly restriction of recombination.
The photocatalytic evolution of hydrogen for different

methanol concentrations is shown in Figure 1.
An experiment with pure water confirmed that only an

extremely minute amount of hydrogen and oxygen was gener-
ated with hydrogen and oxygen being at the stoichiometric ratio,
which further confirmed water splitting. Higher efficiencies for
the photoinduced hydrogen evolution can be achieved by using
methanol as a sacrificial agent. As the methanol molecule
competes with the water molecule to seize the hole, only traces
of oxygen evolution were observed. In <30% methanol solution,
formaldehyde and formic acid were identified as trace products
in the liquid phase and traces of CO and CO2 were investigated
in the gas phase, which suggests that methanol is oxidized by
the photogenerated hole. In >30% methanol solution, methane
was investigated in the gas phase besides hydrogen and traces
of CO and CO2, which implies that methanol is reduced to
methane by excited electron. In pure methanol solution (99.9%),
the gas content was H2, CH4, CO2, and CO, which implies that
methanol is oxidized by the photogenerated hole on one hand
and methanol is reduced by the excited electron on the other
hand.

In pure water, water is used both as the acceptor molecule
and the donor molecule; the same quality of hydrogen and
oxygen were detected (Figure 2a). In methanol solution,
methanol is mainly considered the donor molecule and water
is the acceptor molecule to produce hydrogen. Therefore, only
traces of oxygen were observed (Figure 2b). In pure methanol
solution (Figure 2c), as methanol is used both as the donor
molecule and the acceptor molecule, methanol was oxidized to
HCOOH, HCHO, CO2, and CO, and at the same time, methanol
was reduced to methane and hydrogen.

No matter what the initial methanol concentration was, the
rates of hydrogen evolution were independent of concentration
of methanol at the first stage or the second stage as the reaction

Figure 1. The effect of methanol concentration (v/v) on hydrogen
evolution. The data for 50% and 100% methanol concentrations (v/v)
are essentially coincidental after 12 h photoreaction.
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proceeds. Therefore, kinetics analysis shows that the hydrogen
evolution rates follow a two-stage zero order kinetics for all
different initial methanol concentrations, given in Figure 3. The
first stage, a slower reaction stage, was active for some time
and then changed over to the second stage, a faster reaction
stage. The retention time of the first stage was different in the
different methanol concentrations. The retention time of the first
stagewasfoundtodecreasewithincreasingmethanolconcentration.

The rate of hydrogen evolution was found to increase with
increasing methanol concentration in the range 0-10% (v/v)
and the maximal hydrogen evolution was found for the 10%
methanol solution. In the range from 10% to 30% methanol
solution, the rates of hydrogen evolution declined somewhat.
However, the rates of hydrogen evolution decreased significantly
as methanol concentration increased above 50%. The results
imply that the photoreaction takes place on the surface of TiO2,
which suffers the absorption competition between methanol
molecules and water molecules and the seizing competition for
excited electrons.

The quantum efficiency φ was calculated by φ ) 2R/I × 100,
where R and I represent the number of evolved hydrogen
molecules and the number of incident photos, respectively, and
it is assumed that all incident photons are absorbed by the
photocatalyst.3 The quantum efficiencies of hydrogen evolution
were 0.43% in the first stage and 0.54% in the second stage in
10% methanol solution, respectively.

The TiO2 samples changed their colors from white to bluish
gray after the photocatalytic reaction. As the crystal color of
anatase is closely related to lattice imperfections, such as oxygen
vacancies, Ti(1566) interstitials,34 and the atomic ratio O/Ti,35

this change of color implies that new defects are formed in the
course of the photoreaction.

3.2. Characterization of the TiO2 Samples. To develop an
understanding of defect formation and the two-stage kinetics
mechanism, TiO2 photocatalysts were characterized before and

after the photoreaction. TEM images of TiO2 samples are given
in Figure 4. The nanoscale mesoporous TiO2 particles have been
found to have an average particle size around 20 nm. The
nanoscale facilitates the transfer of photogenerated electron-hole
pairs to the surface, which can inhibit electron-hole recombina-
tion.6,36 Moreover, nanoparticles of mesoporous photocatalyst
that have been used here can provide more reactive sites at the
surface for photocatalytic reaction due to its high specific surface
area. The surface of TiO2 tended to be coarse after the
photoreaction, which suggests that the surface of the photo-
catalyst changes due to the photoreaction.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to determine
the crystalline phases present in the samples. As shown in Figure
5, all samples present mainly the anatase phase before and after
the photoreactions. However, a weak peak appeared around 2θ
) 18° after the photoreaction in 5% and 10% methanol
concentrations, which indicates the presence of small quantities
of Ti3O5(TiO2 ·Ti2O3) phase. XRD gives evidence that the
Ti(1566) formation occurred in the bulk. As the photo excitation

Figure 2. The photocatalytic reaction model: (a) pure water; (b) methanol solution (10%); (c) pure methanol.

Figure 3. Hydrogen evolution rates of two stages on different methanol
concentrations.

Figure 4. TEM images of TiO2: (a) as-prepared TiO2 and (b) TiO2

after photoreaction.

Figure 5. XRD of TiO2 particles before and after photoreaction: (a)
as-prepared TiO2; (b) TiO2 after photoreaction in 5% methanol solution;
(c) TiO2 after photoreaction in 10% methanol solution; (d) TiO2 after
photoreaction in 50% methanol solution.
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induces electron-hole pairs, Ti(1566) defects are formed while
the holes are consumed by methanol, but the excited electrons
remain. Similar to Ti2O3 showing a violet color and Ti3O5 a
black color, the change of color could be the result of defect
formation during the photoreaction. The results also show that
the rate of hydrogen evolution increases due to the formation
of new defects.

According to fwhm analysis of the Bragg peak around 2θ )
23.5° and by using the Scherrer equation, the average size of
the as-prepared TiO2 nanoparticles was calculated to be around
24.4 nm, which is approximately in agreement with the average
particle sizes obtained from TEM. The width of XRD peaks
broadened after the photoreaction, and this can be explained
by defect formation, lattice strain, and the formation of
amorphous layers on the surface of the particles. The largest
width broadening of XRD peaks was observed in 10% methanol
concentration after photoreaction, which gave the highest rate
of hydrogen evolution, implying that new defects facilitate the
hydrogen evolution.

Raman spectroscopy is very sensitive toward changes in the
surface of the nanoscale crystalline structure. Anatase shows a
tetragonal structure comprising two formula units per primitive
unit cell and exhibits six Raman active modes in terms of group
theory. The Raman spectra, measured before and after the
photoreactions, are given in Figure 6.

The Raman spectra of the samples before and after the
photoreaction show the Raman active modes of anatase,37 which
are in good agreement with the XRD results. The strongest
intensity mode is around 145 cm-1 which is close to 144 cm-1

observed from a single crystal of anatase.38 Eg modes are
observed at 146, 198.5, and 635.3 cm-1; a B1g mode is at 396.8
cm-1; and at 513.6 cm-1, a doublet of the A1g and B1g modes
is observed.

Generally, changes of the Ti/O ratio can result in Raman band
shifting and changes of peak width.39,40 Furthermore, a blue shift
of the lowest-frequency Eg Raman modes is ascribed to a
combined mechanism of phonon confinement and non-stoichi-
ometry.41 Raman peaks of anatase were found to broaden
slightly and blue-shift additionally after the photocatalytic
reactions (Figure 7), which indicates a change of the Ti/O ratio.
As Raman spectroscopy does not show evidence for the
existence of crystalline Ti3O5 in the samples, these results
indicate that most of the Ti(1566) has entered into the matrix
of mesoporous TiO2. Actually, inner Ti(1566) can only occur
at calcination above 973 K,42-44 along with phase change from
anatase to rutile, whereas Ti(1566) defects can be formed in

the bulk of anatase by photoreaction at room temperature.
Raman spectra showed the largest blue shift and peak broaden-
ing of TiO2 after photoreaction in 10% methanol solution, which
also implies the highest defect concentration.

The chemical states of surface species on photocatalysts were
measured by XPS. High-resolution XPS spectra of the Ti 2p
and O 1s region are presented in Figure 8. The observed energies
are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 6. Raman spectra of TiO2 samples before and after photore-
action: (a) as-prepared TiO2; (b) TiO2 after photoreaction in 5%
methanol solution; (c) TiO2 after photoreaction in 10% methanol
solution; (d) TiO2 after photoreaction in 50% methanol solution.

Figure 7. Raman peak shift and peak broadening before and after
photoreaction.

Figure 8. High-resolution XPS spectra of Ti 2p peaks and O 1s peaks
of photocatalysts before and after photoreaction: (a) as-prepared TiO2;
(b) TiO2 after photoreaction in 5% methanol solution; (c) TiO2 after
photoreaction in 10% methanol solution; (d) TiO2 after photoreaction
in 50% methanol solution.

TABLE 1: Binding Energies before and after Photoreaction

Ti, eV O 1s, eV

sample 2p1/2 2p3/2

Ti 2p Peak
separation, eV

Ti 2p1/2

fwhm,eV O2- OH

TiO2 459.8 465.6 5.8 1.04 530.8
5% methanol 459.6 465.2 5.6 1.06 530.8 533
10% methanol 459.4 464.8 5.4 1.13 530.8 533
50% methanol 459.8 465.4 5.8 1.04 533
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The Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 spin-orbital splitting photoelectrons
for as-prepared TiO2 are located at binding energies of 459.8
and 465.6 eV, respectively, as seen in Table 1. The peak
separation between the Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 signals shortened
after the photoreactions.

Atoms of a higher positive oxidation state exhibit a higher
binding energy due to the extra Coulombic interaction between
the photoemitted electron and the ion core. The binding energy
of the Ti 2p peak moved to lower energy values, indicating
reduction of Ti to a lower valence on the surface of TiO2 as a
consequence of the photoreaction. The lowest binding energy
was found for the Ti 2p peak of the photocatalyst after
photoreaction in 10% methanol solution, which showed a shift
of 0.4 eV compared to pure TiO2. This indicates that more
Ti(1566) is present on the surface of TiO2 after photoreaction
and that more Ti(1566) defects are formed in TiO2 after the
photoreaction in 10% methanol solution, which shows the most
efficient hydrogen evolution. A broader fwhm of the Ti 2p peak
was also found for the photocatalyst after photoreaction in 10%
methanol solution.

The O 1s curve of as-prepared TiO2 shows only one peak
located at a binding energy of 530.8 eV, indicating an O2-

species. However, after photoreaction in 5% and 10% methanol
solution, an additional peak of O 1s was observed at about 533
eV, which was assigned to hydroxyl (OH) species on the surface
of TiO2. The photocatalyst only showed one peak for the
hydroxyl species after photoreaction in 50% methanol solution.
The surface of TiO2 seems to be completely covered with
hydroxyl after photoreaction in 50% methanol solution. This
could be the reason that the rate of hydrogen evolution decreased
with the increase of methanol concentration because the active
sites on the surface have been blocked by the hydroxyl groups.

From UV-vis diffuse reflection spectra (Figure 9), it can be
seen that the maximum of absorbance appears in the UV
range. However, the absorption of the photocatalysts in the
visible spectral region increased, and the optimal absorption of
the photocatalysts in the visible spectral region was obtained
after photoreaction in 10% methanol solution. Raman, XPS, and
XRD spectra gave the same evidence that the highest concentra-
tion of defects appeared in the photocatalysts after photoreaction
in 10% methanol solution. The Ti(1566) defects in the bulk
and the surface caused the absorbance edge of TiO2 to be shifted
to the higher wavelength region. Accordingly, new absorptions
in the visible light region are related to the defect content of
the samples.

3.3. Mechanisms of Photoinduced Defects Formation.
From a physical point of view, the photoexcited state of the
solid is created by absorption of light quanta. The thermody-
namic state in a nonirradiated ideal solid can be characterized
by the position of a unique Fermi level, but the state in a
photoexcited ideal solid can be depicted by two quasi-Fermi
levels for electrons and holes, respectively, given in Figure 10.

Accordingly, the photocatalyst corresponds to two different
thermodynamic functions with and without irradiation. The
photocatalyst returns to the initial state through external charge
transfer processes after the ideal photocatalytic reaction. How-
ever, a real solid photocatalyst changes its state with higher
reduced or oxidized states during photoexcitation by trapping
charge carriers and excitons regardless of surface photochemical
redox reactions. The new states correspond to the creation of
quasi-Fermi levels for the photoinduced defects, which generally
differ from quasi-Fermi levels for the photogenerated electrons
and holes or from Fermi level characterizing the initial state.45

That can be confirmed by the photoinduced formation of
Ti(1566) in TiO2 photocatalyst after irradiation, and defects can
be preserved after photoreaction. The photoinduced solid
remains in a new metastable excited state with new defect
creation. This is the reason that the states and the compositions
of photocatalyst surface changed after photoreaction.

From a chemical point of view, the ideal photocatalytic
reaction of hydrogen production should be that the holes
involved in surface oxidation reaction equal the electrons in
the surface reduction reaction. The TiO2 photocatalyst returns
to its original ground state after a closed-loop photoreaction.
However, a nonideal surface reaction, the activation energy
barrier for water reduction, is different from that for methanol
oxidation, and the binding energy of the absorption of methanol
on the surface is not the same as that of the absorption of water.
Therefore, the rate of surface oxidation does not equal the rate
of surface reduction. Photoinduced color centers are formed by
altering the deviation of photoreaction from equality. Accord-
ingly, excess photoadsorption of donor molecules increases the
number of electron color centers, whereas excess photoadsorp-
tion of acceptor molecules increases the number of hole color
centers. The more strongly the photoreaction deviates from
equality, the more color centers are formed. The results from
Raman, XRD, and XPS also imply that the level of defect
saturation is different after photoreaction in different methanol
solutions. Excess charges accumulate in the photocatalyst due
to deviation of the photoreaction from equality. The more
remarkable the nonideal photocatalytic reaction of the surface
is, the more excess charges accumulate in the photocatalyst.
Consequently, the photocatalyst changes its thermodynamic and
chemical states after irradiation until the corresponding ac-
cumulation of excess charges become saturated.

Experiments have confirmed that a defect-free surface of TiO2

is not reactive with water,46 but the dissociation of water
molecules can be enhanced by defects formed by a chemical
reduction of undoped TiO2.47 Moreover, the photoelectrons can
be trapped by Ti(1566) defects leading to the inhibition of the

Figure 9. Diffuse reflectance spectra of TiO2 before and after
photoreaction: (a) as-prepared TiO2; (b) TiO2 after photoreaction in
5% methanol solution; (c) TiO2 after photoreaction in 10% methanol
solution; (d) TiO2 after photoreaction in 50% methanol solution.

Figure 10. The Fermi level of a photocatalyst in the dark and under
irradiation.
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electron-hole recombination. Those could explain that the
hydrogen evolution followed two-stage kinetics. At the begin-
ning of the photoreaction, the hydrogen evolution starts from
the first stage. After the first stage, there is a transitional stage
which is the stage for the photoinduced defect formation. Only
when the photoinduced color centers become saturated, do the
thermodynamic state and the chemical composition of the
photocatalyst reach the stationary states, and accordingly
the rate of hydrogen evolution showed the second stage.

In a photocatalytic process, the reduction reagent should
chemisorb on the photocatalytic surface long enough for
absorbate molecules to undergo chemical transformation, but
at the same time, the reaction products on the surface should
easily desorb under ambient conditions with the consequence
of releasing the active centers for the next photoreaction. In
higher concentrations of methanol solution, hydroxyl groups
remained on the surface of photocatalysts and subsequently
blocked the active sites. That could be the reason that the
maximal hydrogen evolution was found at only 10% methanol
solution but not at higher concentrations of methanol solution.

Conclusion

Higher efficiencies for the photoinduced hydrogen evolution
can be achieved by using methanol as a sacrificial agent, and
maximal hydrogen evolution was found at 10% methanol
solution. In pure methanol solution (99.9%), the content of gases
was H2, CH4, CO2, and CO, which implies that methanol was
oxidized by a hole on one hand and methanol was reduced by
an excited electron on the other hand.

The photochemical properties of TiO2 are related closely to
the photoinduced defect formation, which results in two-stage
zero order kinetics of hydrogen evolution in aqueous methanol
solutions. Raman, XPS, and XRD spectra gave the same
evidence that the highest concentration of defects appeared in
the photocatalysts after photoreaction in 10% methanol solution.

The photoinduced defects associated with Ti(1566) formed
on the surface and in the bulk of TiO2, which related to the
active sites and thus a higher efficiency of hydrogen evolution.

Photoinduced defects in TiO2 result in visible light absorption,
which implies that the photoinduced TiO2 remains in a new
metastable state with creation of new defects.
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